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Summary 
The Information & Communication Technologies and Digital Media Sector of the California 
Community Colleges has developed a cross-discipline pathway composed of a variety of 
courses that will prepare students with essential digital media skills and competencies. These 
courses combine to create an essential digital pathway for students. 
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Countless professional and businesses service industries use digital media tools to 
communicate their messaging through graphic design, advertising, social media campaigns, 
websites, digital images, videography, and more. Careers in this area continue to grow across 
the state. This document is focused on showing that these courses fit together and 
complement each other and can be taken together to develop a pathway that will allow 
students to develop indispensable skills for today’s and tomorrow’s digital-centered 
workforce. 
 
The courses are: 
 
1. Digital Photography 
2. Creative/Design Applications 
3. Intro to Visual Communications 
4. Writing for Media/Storytelling 
5. Basic Video Production & Editing 
6. Web/Interactive Design 
7. Graphic Design 
 
Colleges already offer many of these courses and the object of this document is not to 
replace anything already established, but rather to provide guidance and recommendations 
on how these courses are connected and create a natural “pathway” for skill development. 

The Process 
Over the last year, more than 30 faculty from digital media programs at community colleges 
across California contributed to the development of this pathway. Course outlines were 
compiled from a conglomeration of courses already established across the state. Draft 
course descriptions that would provide a more “universal” guidance and reflect the training 
that is already being conducted at the community colleges were created and disseminated to 
the participating faculty for input and vetting. 
 
The general course descriptions were revamped to include input from faculty and were 
connected to their C-ID indicators (if applicable). The result is this guidance document to help 
provide counselors and faculty with a resource that shows the connection and relationship of 
these courses from various aspects of the digital media profession and how a promoting this 
“bundle” of courses might benefit students interested in this area. 
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Course Descriptions 
Digital Photography 
Students will learn theory and hands-on practice of contemporary use of the DSLR (Digital 
Single Lens Reflex) camera. Skills include exposure control, photo composition, lighting, basic 
digital image editing, and image enhancement techniques. Students participate in critiques 
that emphasize the objective and subjective qualities of their work as a means of 
communication and expression. A DSLR camera with manual control of f-stops and shutter 
speeds is required. 
 
Creative/Design Applications (C-ID Number: DMGR 100 X) 
This course will introduce students to the preparation of digital media and demonstrate 
widely used techniques for various digital outputs, such as presentations, interactive 
multimedia, animations, and web design. Students will be introduced to and create content 
in Adobe Illustrator, InDesign, Lightroom, Photoshop, Premiere Pro and After Effects. 
Students will learn best practices in design and development of these applications for 
communications. 
 
Intro to Visual Communications (C-ID Number: GDES 120) 
This course introduces students to a practice-based, hands-on approach to visual 
communication design. Students will learn the about vector and raster graphics, how to 
design with specific audiences in mind, and edit images using some of the most commonly 
used photo editing software in the visual design industry. Topics also include the elements 
and principles of design, color theory, visual perception theories, typography, symbols, brand 
identity, logos, and information design. Students will take part in design critiques and 
discussions. 
 
Writing for Media/Storytelling (C-ID Number: JOUR 110) 
This course provides an introduction to the skills and practices of writing and reporting as 
applied to various types of media outlets. Focus is placed on a variety story types—news, 
feature, editorial, column, sports, and press releases. Students learn story selection and news 
judgment and will gain experience creating content. The role of the journalist, including legal 
and ethical issues will be discussed. 
 
Basic Video Production & Editing (C-ID Number: FTVE 130) 
This course introduces students to single-camera video and filmmaking production 
techniques; including operation of digital video cameras, camera technique, sound recording, 
lighting, and non-linear editing from pre-production through post-production to develop 
formats applicable to television, motion pictures, and the web. Students will engage in critical 
appreciation and discussion of movies as well as individual and group analysis of created 
content. 
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Web/Interactive Design 
This course presents introductory topics in Web Page Design. It provides students with the 
knowledge, skills, and hands-on experience to create, enhance, and maintain a successful 
WordPress site. Students will learn how to create Web pages, use multimedia objects, plan 
and manage large-scale Web sites, use client plug-ins, work with CGI, Java, and other 
technologies, and use elements of dynamic HTML. Students will be able to edit the site, 
integrate analytics, optimize for Search Engine Optimization (SEO). 
 
Graphic Design (C-ID Number: DMGR 110 X) 
Introduction to design elements and principles, typography, and design process are 
explored. Topics include form, color palettes, text/image relationships, typography, structural 
hierarchy, grid structures, and layout design. The course develops and refines personal 
design sensibility by applying appropriate and creative design presentations within cultural 
and historical contexts. Students will learn through creative problem-solving, hands-on 
instruction and creating projects similar to those faced by today’s designers. 
 

The Conclusion 
As you can see, there is a relationship among these courses, and it is why the statewide ICT 
sector is recommending these courses as part of the Digital Media Sector. Further, this 
document should give evidence to support the ICT Sector’s recommendation to colleges in 
the California Community College system to “bundle” these courses together in their 
marketing to students. Counselors and faculty members in these areas should look for ways 
at their respective colleges to best collectively promote these digital media programs 
together. 

Contacts 
For more information contact the Information Communication Technologies & Digital Media 
Sector Team 
 
Email: ict@ictdmsector.org 
Website: www.ictdmsector.org 

 

 


